
Minutes of the Flat Collective, June 2nd, 2010

Present: Krzysztof, Finn, Farid, Ben, Zinta, Sean and Gab

The Great Purchasing Effort
Clothing/bag order: Petites Mains coop says $300 will get us 25 shirts or 50 tote bags. What would we 
use them for? silkscreening wksp? for volunteers? for recognition of "special" contributions to the Flat? 
A workshop can still be held with people bringing their own shirts to silk screen, so not necessary, and 
hard to find an appropriate use. Alternative: APRONS! for in shop use. Zinta will ask again, and this 
will be part of the 10-11 budget.

Tent: Ben and Fin bought a sun shelter/ gazebo for when we work outside. We can paint the tent with 
our logo so the helicopter polits can find use and come fix their bikes. This and some other Canadian 
Tire favours (extra orange stuff!) comes to $139

Books: Ontop of the $212 books from Maison des cyclists, Zinta put in the online order for another 
$191.21 worth of books. So we need more book shelving. Maybe move the waste recepticles?

Tools: $222 for tools ordered from Bicycle Research by Mike and Zinta

Trailer: Cycle Nord Sud has some extra trailers from an earlier effort to group purchase trailers by 
RTM and other bike organisations.  We should still get the trailer from them, even if it isn't part of the 
09-10 budget. Finn is supposed to follow up.

Massive Order: Krzysztof has compiled a master order list and is ready to order double our usual 
quantity of stuff, if we can get SSMU to let us accrue some $4000 from the passed bugdet into this one. 
Finn and Krzysztof will ask nicely, and with any luck it will happen. If this does work, we will have a 
lot of room in our budget for further asset aquisition in this fiscal year.

Bikes for Bike Squad (i.e. why Sean got to sit through our entire meeting)
25-26-27 June is the G20, in Toronto. Some montrealers are going down to support mobilisation effort 
as a bike squad (i.e. people with walkey-talkeys and bikes spreading information to organisers and 
participants about what is happening on different fronts). Participants are concerned about bringing 
their own bikes. Would we have some extra bikes (close to rideable or less) that people could fix up 
and use? Because we have a ton of stuff that downstairs, it would be good to pass things on. 
Compromise: they can have a few of our bikes, fix them up for this event and then pass the ridable 
bikes on to a local organisation that will make good use of them. Q: is this getting into politics? well, 
mostly this is getting bikes out of our storage space. 

Follow up on sexual assault warning email 
Zinta met with SACOMSS to talk about might be a responsible response/action follwing the e-mail 
warning we recieved a few weeks ago. From their recommendations,  an e-mail was drafted by Ben to 
respond to Clair and another message for our community. The first explained our limits on passing on 
information accusing an individual without further information, but emphasised a recognition of the 
seriousness and effort with which the contact was made. The second message, to send out ot our 
members, explains how important it is for the flat to be a safe space, encourages users to communicate 
with us if they are made uncomfortable at the flat and provides a list of organisations and resources for 



further information and support.

Waste Management (displayed charmingly by Krzysztof) 
We have a grey metal bucket for greasy rags, for the emptying of which we can pay 25$ to McGill 
waste management. How do the get the bad stuff out of the fibers? where does it go? the rags will be so 
torn up by the process, we won't be getting them back. It would be cool to get the clean fiberous fluff 
and make paper or pillows.

Ben also contacted Eco Quartier about disposal of oily rags, but they didn't really understand the 
problem. We are still waiting for the lab results on the rim tap.

Possible alternatives for the rags: bonfire, or sell them to the G20 protestors for molotov cocktails (j/k!) 
But Farid will organise a bonfire/BBQ, even if the rags aren't around to contribute.

Further discussion on the Massive Order
Krzysztof gathered a $4000 order in a comprehenisive list of stuff we use and need, Spokes and seat 
posts numbers are still questioned in terms of relative quantities of different sizers. He tried really hard 
to find the perfect combination of seat post sizes, stoping just shy of writing scripts to search the 
number of references to specific # of mm on Sheldon Brown. 
News: Babak has now the catalogue online ("welcome to the 20th C.") 
Norco order possible with RTM, but the only really useful stuff for us are the rims, cheap rims, so we 
might have cheap build-your-own-wheel packages of $30ish that would include hub, spokes, and rim 
all at once. 

Babak finally has affordable helmets, which reopens the good old helmet issue: i.e. what is the balance 
between support safe riding and not competing with bike shops? Along the same line, should we really 
be sticking to MSRP for pricing our new stock? Farid weighs in on the helmet discussion - Maybe we 
need to to have a revising of the mandate to handle some of our awkward in between issues.

Mark Your calendars! 
Is our priority safety, accessibility, or encouragment of cyclism? What is our interpretation of the 
mandate? How does what happens on shift relate to our larger mission? Let's talk about it! 
July 9th 6PM: Mandate Part-ey. Spread the word, spread the joy! We can picnic in a park with our tent, 
(so come find us on your handglider).

Pictures
Pictures form party and FestiVelo organised by Krzysztof and he wants them to be online. If we pay 
$20 to flicker, we can have a professional account and be able to upload way more way easily. And 
then we can show the internet how cool we are!

School Shmool 
for the QPIRG day planner, we should submit a description of what we are (75-100 words) by June 
27th, important dates for the calendar, and propose an article (200-400 words) on issue related to us by 
June 18th. Could we talk about car free campus? Yes! Gabe, Ben, Farid and Finn will collaborate 
putting together multiple perspectives on the restrictions of bike riding on campus. Finn will contact 
school shmool about profil and article proposal of flat response. 

 
Speaking up and out on Car Free Campus



Maybe we should also work with the Daily to discuss the changes on campus, and find some ways of 
sharing some of our information and ideas on the topic. Also, it would be awesome to have a bike 
advice column in the daily. Farid is jazzed about that one.

Experienced Mechanics
We need more of them. Send an email to mechanics to ask them to step forward, with a description of 
the role. Have a trail shift for new EM's with an EM taking another role and act as support. Send out to 
active volunteers with a list of online resources, (Bike tutor, Sheldon Brown, Park Tools), which can 
also be include in the schedule updates. 

Extending shop hours
we have talk about this before... Since workshops are intermitend this summer, can we try having the 
shop open on Wednesdays for a regular shift? meetings can be moved to Friday, still 6 to 7. When there 
is a volunteer friday, people can still be working around us (and this might encourage more to being 
collective members) and if they are too noise, we can break out the chain whip.  
If this works for July/august, we can try in the fall, with vol fridays running 4-7, meeting 6-7 and 
workshops 7-9. Sound doable? Lets talk about it.

Taskarade:
to do: clean up the storage, pricing of the used stuff
When: on the 11th of June, 4 to when we get kicked out or collapse,
We can publicise it and get new volunteers excited to participate. Send out a call to volunteers with 
some "hey this is a great way to learn". Farid will write it.  can also mention pizza, and go out 
afterwards, and people can show up when they can, for as long as they can. 

Volunteer friday Finn will be Key this week.

Uhg. This meeting lasted nearly 3 hours. Let's hope this has cleared up most of the stuff for next week. 


